
Kufunda Village  February

Hello dear friends.  
We hosted a Village retreat as a follow up to our Reflection in January. We looked at some of our most 
challenging issues in terms of working together as a village, in particular our governance and our 
communication. It was an important and generative retreat, teaching us in particular the power of coming 
together with an appreciative stance, even when working through challenging issues. We harvested important 
insights around the rhythm and structure of our village council and our weekly village circles. 
A few of us journeyed to Johannesburg for a ‘Dare to Dream’ dance workshop, working with the power of 
conscious dreaming through movement. It was fabulous to be dancing together as six Zimbabweans in South 
Africa, and it seems the South Africans appreciated our presence too!  
In the middle of the month we hosted a one day selection day for our Young Women are Medicine 
Programme. Out of 35 women we selected 16 beautiful women. 15 of them have joined us for a month long 
immersion into the medicine of women at this time.  
Our children are enjoying their learning at Nyeredzi. We now have a class learning at Kufunda (we call it 
Nyeredzi-Kufunda) with Elizabeth Madanire, Waldorf inspired teacher teaching the grade 1-3s. Our older 
children continue to learn at Nyeredzi in Harare. End of February we hosted a talk on the benefits of Waldorf 
education at Nyeredzi. as part of our commitment to share and promote a different way of engaging our 
children in learning with the head, heart and hands. 
Photos Clock wise from Top Left: Young Women Are Medicine Selection day; traditional dance with Nyeredzi 
children at Kufunda; Nyeredzi kids in their first wood work session; Admire with our first bream from our new fish 
project; Kufunda Circle during our Village Retreat.


